Playful perspectives on the passage of time and decay
VISUATARTS
Parallel Collisions: Uth
Adelaide Biennial of
Australian Art
Art Gallery of South
Australia, Adelaide,

until April 29.

DISTINGUISHED by a fresh, inspired alignment of historical ob*

jects with contemporary artworks, the exhibition Artempo:
Where Time Becomes Art, at the
2007 Venice Biennale, had a profound effect on present curatorial
practice. Citing that exhibition as
an influence, Natasha Bullock and

Alexie Glass-Kantor, curators of

the 12th Adelaide Biennial of Aus-

solidarity with two African-

tralian Art, present works by 2L
artists that parallel or collide with

American athletes on the victors'

the Art Gallery of South Australia's historical collections.
Occupying for the first time not

only the temporary exhibition
galleries but also the Elder Wing
of Australian art, works in Parallel
Collisions are categorised as the

Incursions, the Redux and the
Tracking Shot, according to the
concerns of each artist and "the
different temporalities and ac-

podium at the 1968 Olympic
Games
displaces for the duration of -the Biennial Napier Waller's monumental, neo-classical
paintin g The Pastoral Pursuits of

Australia (L927). The existing
works in the Elder Wing also provide photo-media artist Rosemary Laing with the opportunity
of exhibiting an image from her
2001 series Gr oundsp eed opposite

John Glover's renowned

1835

tions within their work".
Prominently positioned in the
vestibule of the Elder Wing and

painting of his Tasmanian home-

one of 14 commissioned new

Jan van Schaik, Bullock and

works, Richard Bell:s bold incursion Solidari}
a mural of Australian Peter -Norman showing

Glass-Kantor have succeeded in
altering the cavernous downstairs
galleries, thereby affording artists

stead that directly inspired it.

With the assistance of architect

including Pat Brassington,
Daniel Crooks, Ricky Swallow

tion of Parallel Collisions (al-

ponse to Hans Heysen's mqiestic
subjects in the Elder Wing).
The quiet contemplativeness of
these works and Shaun Gladwell's
underwater surfer is shattered by
the explosiveness of Marco Fusin-

though a map is available, a stratery also employed intheVenetian
exhibition) intensifies the imrner-

ato's viewer-activated light and
sound installation.
Cast from his own body, Tim

and Michelle Ussher
- distinct
and visually contained
spaces.
The lack of wall labels in this sec-

sive nature of the exnerience.

H.J. Johnston^.',

Evening

Murr ay,
South Australia (1880) has been
relocated from its position in the
Elder Wing
Tom Nich- where
olson has playfully
arranged multiple copies of the original -_ to
alongside Jonathan Jones's vast,
Sh.adow s, B aclou ater of the

felled, white-painted gum tree
(which simultaneously conjures
the bleached gums of Laing's res-

Silver's affectin g, frozen-putty

untitled sculpture gradually
decomposes

as

water leaches from

it: a clisintegration indicated in
accompanying photographic
documentation.
The husk-like remnants of the

prostrate figure represent the
exhibition's most resonant
expression of the passage of time
and the preciousness of water.
WENDYWALKER

